Making Short Films On Your
Smartphone
This is likewise one of the factors by obtaining the soft documents
of this Making Short Films On Your Smartphone by online.
You might not require more times to spend to go to the book
instigation as without difficulty as search for them. In some cases,
you likewise realize not discover the broadcast Making Short
Films On Your Smartphone that you are looking for. It will
extremely squander the time.
However below, subsequent to you visit this web page, it will be
hence extremely easy to acquire as without difficulty as download
lead Making Short Films On Your Smartphone
It will not agree to many times as we tell before. You can pull off
it even if be in something else at house and even in your
workplace. for that reason easy! So, are you question? Just
exercise just what we come up with the money for under as
capably as review Making Short Films On Your Smartphone
what you taking into account to read!

Filmmaking For Dummies Bryan Michael Stoller
2019-11-05
Everything you ever wanted to
know about making a movie
but were afraid to ask... Lights,
camera, action! We all have at
least one movie in us, and the
making-short-films-on-your-smartphone

amazing and affordable
advances in digital technology
makes it increasingly easy to
make your dream a reality and
share it with the world.
Filmmaking for Dummies is
your definitive guide to
bringing a project to life, from
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the comedy antics of loveable
pets to the deepest, most
meaningful independent film.
Bryan Michael Stoller is your
friend and guide, sharing his
knowledge gained over 100
productions (directing and
working with Dan Aykroyd,
James Earl-Jones, Barbra
Streisand and Drew
Barrymore, among others) to
show you how to take your
movie from the planning and
storyboarding stage, through
shooting and editing, to making
it available to your adoring
audiences through television
broadcast, streaming online or
in movie theaters. For the do-ityour-selfer, the book includes
tips on how to finance your
project, a look at the latest
software and apps, including
advancements in digital
technology, and for the
passionate director, advice on
how to hire and work with your
cast and crew and find great
scenic locations. Whether you
want to become a professional
filmmaker or just create great
YouTube videos or nostalgic
home movies, shooting with
your smartphone or with
making-short-films-on-your-smartphone

consumer or pro-gear, this
practical guide has it all. Learn
how to compose your shots and
when to move the camera
Make the perfect pitch to sell
your story Take advantage of
helpful contacts and tons of
new resources Get up-to-date
on the latest and greatest
digital technology Find the
right distributor, or learn how
you can be your own
distributor! So, you really have
no excuses to make your
masterpiece. Get rolling with a
copy of Filmmaking for
Dummies today and start
shooting for the stars!
Make Your Film - Ashik Kumar
Satheesh 2020-12-15
This book is for people looking
to do the following: ● Learn
quickly what took Ashik five
years● Learn the dos and
don'ts of smartphone
filmmaking● Make a film for a
low budget and not wait for the
date of a big star, or large
sums of money from a
producer● Send to festivals or
release it on OTT
platforms"Extensively
documented. Many interesting
insights"-Rahul Riji Nair,
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Award Winning Filmmaker"An
inspiration"-Raj Bk, Actor,
Filmmaker"More important
than film history and
aesthetics"-Harshitha S,
FilmmakerEveryone says to go
and shoot your film on a
smartphone. Do it cheap. Make
a low budget film. But besides
a phone, what else do you need
to make your first feature film?
It is not stars, stunts, money,
music, dance, exotic locations,
camera, VFX...!This book will
help you: ● Find your caliber
and hone it better● Gain
knowledge and confidence to
go make your movie● Raise
money and make a micro
budget film for $7,000, on a
mobile phone● Sell the movie
on Amazon Prime and gain
profit and international
viewershipAbout The
WriterAshik's aim is to make
world class films. He set foot
into the professional arena by
writing and directing Munnariv
(2020), the first ever feature
film from the state of Kerala
(India) to be shot entirely on a
iPhone.Besides Munnariv he
also made over 10 short films,
assisted several Ads and
making-short-films-on-your-smartphone

award-winning feature films
like Ottamuri Velicham (2017).
Ashik is an Engineer by degree
who worked with Tata
Consultancy Services in
Mumbai. He quit, traveled
across India soul searching and
finally choose to follow his
passion for stories. Besides
making great films, he also
loves to teach filmmaking.This
book is not for people looking
to make a star studded high
budget commercial movie.
Make Your Film is: ● Intensive
and written from experience●
A complete guide on low
budget filmmaking and selling
itGo and Make Your Film n
Get Started in Film Making Tom Holden 2018-08-02
Get Started in Film Making is
the essential guide for all
budding film makers,
empowering and inspiring
anyone to unleash their
creative side. Completely
revised and updated, it is the
perfect manual for smartphone
Spielbergs, Go-Pro adrenaline
junkies, drone-warriors, and
wannabe vloggers. It covers
every aspect of making films,
showing you what's involved
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from start to finish. You won't
get bogged down with
technical jargon or confusing
proprietary expressions.
Instead it breaks things down
into easy, step-by-step stages,
emphasising that creativity,
enthusiasm and drive are just
as important as cool kit and
funky editing apps. From
scriptwriting, casting and
cameras to lighting, financing,
filming and editing, this is the
most comprehensive, userfriendly guide on the market.
So whether you're using a
smart phone, a drone or a state
of the art camera, get ready to
step up from shooting clips to
making films. ABOUT THE
SERIES People have been
learning with Teach Yourself
since 1938. With a vast range
of practical how-to guides
covering language learning,
lifestyle, hobbies, business,
psychology, and self-help,
there's a Teach Yourself book
for everything you want to do.
Join more than 60 million
people who have reached their
goals with Teach Yourself, and
never stop learning.
Making Movies - Sidney Lumet
making-short-films-on-your-smartphone

2010-09-01
Why does a director choose a
particular script? What must
they do in order to keep actors
fresh and truthful through take
after take of a single scene?
How do you stage a
shootout—involving more than
one hundred extras and three
colliding taxis—in the heart of
New York’s diamond district?
What does it take to keep the
studio honchos happy? From
the first rehearsal to the final
screening, Making Movies is a
master’s take, delivered with
clarity, candor, and a wealth of
anecdote. For in this book,
Sidney Lumet, one of our most
consistently acclaimed
directors, gives us both a
professional memoir and a
definitive guide to the art,
craft, and business of the
motion picture. Drawing on
forty years of experience on
movies that range from Long
Day’s Journey into Night to
Network and The Verdict—and
with such stars as Katharine
Hepburn, Paul Newman,
Marlon Brando, and Al
Pacino—Lumet explains how
painstaking labor and inspired
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split-second decisions can
result in two hours of screen
magic.
Learn Better - Ulrich Boser
2017-03-07
For centuries, experts have
argued that learning was about
memorizing information: You're
supposed to study facts, dates,
and details, burn them into
your memory, and then apply
that knowledge at opportune
times. But this approach to
learning isn’t nearly enough for
the world that we live in today,
and in Learn Better journalist
and education researcher
Ulrich Boser demonstrates that
how we learn can matter just
as much as what we learn. In
this brilliantly researched
book, Boser maps out the new
science of learning, showing
how simple techniques like
comprehension check-ins and
making material personally
relatable can help people gain
expertise in dramatically better
ways. He covers six key steps
to help you “learn how to
learn,” all illuminated with
fascinating stories like how
Jackson Pollock developed his
unique painting style and why
making-short-films-on-your-smartphone

an ancient Japanese counting
device allows kids to do math
at superhuman speeds. Boser’s
witty, engaging writing makes
this book feel like a guilty
pleasure, not homework. Learn
Better will revolutionize the
way students and society alike
approach learning and makes
the case that being smart is not
an innate ability—learning is a
skill everyone can master. With
Boser as your guide, you will
be able to fully capitalize on
your brain’s remarkable ability
to gain new skills and open up
a whole new world of
possibilities.
Smartphone Movie Maker Bryan Michael Stoller
2017-03-14
Everything you need to know to
make awesome movies with a
smartphone. That’s a wrap!
And . . . action! Did you know
that all it takes to be a
filmmaker is a smartphone and
a little creativity? This
essential guide to making
movies on a smartphone offers
all kinds of tips, techniques,
and instructions on how to edit
and add special effects to your
film. With easy-to-follow advice
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on building a narrative and
clear concepts, Smartphone
Movie Maker gives young film
buffs all the tools needed to
start shooting their own
masterpieces. The box even
transforms into a lens-fitted
film projector to slot a
smartphone into, so budding
directors can watch their
creations play out onscreen for
the ultimate cinematic
experience. Special features
include: · A fully illustrated,
hands-on director’s handbook ·
A storyboarding book to sketch
out a shot-by-shot breakdown
of the film · Card sheets to
make a retro popcorn box · Preprinted tickets to invite family
and friends to the film
premiere
My Digital Entertainment
for Seniors (Covers movies,
TV, music, books and more
on your smartphone, tablet,
or computer) - Jason R. Rich
2016-02-26
Learn On-Demand TV, DVRs,
Music, Games, Books, and
More! With My Digital
Entertainment for Seniors,
you’ll discover easy ways to
access and experience
making-short-films-on-your-smartphone

entertainment using today’s
technology, without getting
confused or bogged down with
techno-babble—and without
spending a fortune. This easyto-follow guide covers all
aspects of
entertainment—movies, TV
shows, radio, music,
newspapers and magazines,
books, and more—whether
you’re using a computer,
mobile device, or other
technology. Specifically, you'll:
Get acquainted with all forms
of digital entertainment that
are available in everyday life,
including on-demand TV shows,
movies, music and radio
programming, podcasts,
eBooks and audiobooks, digital
editions of newspapers and
magazines, YouTube videos,
and interactive games.Discover
the difference between
streaming and downloading
content from the Internet to
your computer or mobile
device. Learn what equipment
you’ll need and how to use this
equipment, no matter how
tech-savvy you are—or aren’t.
Find out how to watch, listen
to, and read what you want,
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when you want it, on your TV,
desktop computer, notebook
computer, smartphone, tablet,
eBook reader, or gaming
console. Learn what types of
entertainment are available to
use on eBook readers, digital
video recorders, digital music
players, high-definition
television sets, cable/satellite
TV service providers, what
types of entertainment are
readily available via the
Internet, and how to use your
computer, smartphone or
tablet as an entertainment
device. Find ways to stay safe
and protect yourself from
identity theft or online crime
when surfing the Internet,
shopping online, playing
games, doing online banking,
and handling other Internetrelated tasks.
The Documentary Film Makers
Handbook - Genevieve Jolliffe
2006-11-14
Features interviews with
industry professionals, on
subjects as diverse as interview
technique, the NBC News
Archive, music rights, setting
up your own company, pitching
your proposal, camera hire, the
making-short-films-on-your-smartphone

British Film Council, editing
and distribution. This book also
includes in-depth case studies
of some of the successful
documentary films.
Making Short Films, Third
Edition - Clifford Thurlow
2013-05-25
Making movies is the most
exciting way to earn a living
and it is not surprising that
media and film studies remain
the most popular courses at
colleges across the western
world. A short film provides an
opportunity for elliptical,
poetic, condensed story telling.
Shorts can take risks rarely
seen in features. It is the arena
where a strong voice or
individual vision is possible; an
invitation for experimentation
and originality. Making Short
Films, 3rd edition is entirely
revised and restructured,
providing a much more
complete and detailed guide to
filmmaking, with more
information on new technology,
illustrations and ideas for best
practice.
Hand Held Hollywood's
Filmmaking with the iPad &
iPhone - Taz Goldstein
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2012-12-03
Filmmakers love gadgets. We
flock to any new technology
that demonstrates the slightest
potential to help us
conceptualize, visualize, and
digitize our creative efforts. So
why are we neglecting those
touch-screen powerhouses
hiding in our pockets and
backpacks? It’s time to make a
change! In Hand Held
Hollywood’s Filmmaking with
the iPad & iPhone, director Taz
Goldstein exposes how these
remarkable devices can aid in
nearly every aspect of film and
video production. Written to
empower aspiring filmmakers
and reenergize working
professionals, this book will
help transform your iOS
devices into revolutionary
filmmaking tools, perfect for
brainstorming, screenwriting,
pitching, scheduling,
storyboarding, camera
blocking, shooting, editing,
color correcting, mixing,
distributing, and more. Timetested techniques and film
theory are woven into an
entertaining and informative
exploration of nearly 200 mindmaking-short-films-on-your-smartphone

blowing apps and accessories.
• Get up to speed quickly with
clear, thorough, and friendly
descriptions. • Discover apps
and accessories that can lower
budgets by replacing
thousands of dollars worth of
traditional filmmaking
equipment and software. •
Start shooting today with a
wide range of video camera
apps, including specialty tools
for variable speed effects,
filtering, stabilization,
collaborative shooting, and
more. • Whether you’re
starting a new video or
finishing an existing one, this
book features the most helpful
apps for your iPad and
iPhone—including the iPhone
5. This unique and often
humorous guide will benefit
any mobile media maker who
wants to get the most out of
the technology they already
own. ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Taz Goldstein has been
directing and producing for
well over a decade. His awardwinning films, television
productions, and corporate
projects have been enjoyed by
millions of viewers worldwide.
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His popular website,
HandHeldHollywood.com, has
inspired and empowered a new
generation of storytellers, and
helped to launch the mobile
filmmaking revolution.
iPhone Millionaire: How to
Create and Sell CuttingEdge Video - Michael
Rosenblum 2012-08-31
POINT, SHOOT, PROFIT.
Winner of a 2013 Small
Business Book Award Technology Category This stepby-step, nuts-and-bolts guide
from television-media producer
Michael Rosenblum shows you
how to get rich quick using
your iPhone or camcorder to:
CREATE VIDEO CONTENT
LIKE A PRO EDIT AND GET IT
ONLINE FIND YOUR CLIENTS
AND START CASHING IN
BUILD A CAREER THAT’S
TRENDING "You must read
this brilliant, practical,
hilarious guide to success in
the Digital Age--and beyond.
An indispensable classic from a
classy global guru." -- Kevin
Klose, Dean, Albert Merrill
School of Journalism and Past
President, National Public
Radio "Buy this book. Listen to
making-short-films-on-your-smartphone

this guy. Make money. Ignore
that advice at your peril." -- Jeff
Jarvis, bestselling author of
What Would Google Do? and
Director, Tow-Knight Center
for Entrepreneurial Journalism
at CUNY "If you buy only one
book this year, buy mine. But if
you're going to buy a second,
buy this one." -- Joan Rivers
"Michael Rosenblum is the
undisputed guru of short-form
video. His simple approach and
one-of-a-kind teaching style
turn amateurs into
extraordinary storytellers." -Pat Lafferty, Chief Operating
Officer, McCann Erickson
Worldwide "Today, if you want
to sell your house, sell your
car, or get a girlfriend you
need a good video. . . . This
book gives you what it takes to
sell the house, sell the car, get
the girl, make some money,
and have lots of fun along the
way." -- Pat Younge, former
President and General
Manager, The Travel Channel
Material Media-Making in
the Digital Age - Daniel Binns
2021-05-10
There is now no shortage of
media for us to consume, from
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streaming services and videoon-demand to social media and
everything else besides. This
has changed the way media
scholars think about the
production and reception of
media. Missing from these
conversations, though, is the
maker: in particular, the maker
who has the power to produce
media in their pocket. How
might one craft a personal
media-making practice that is
thoughtful and considerate of
the tools and materials at one's
disposal? This is the core
question of this original new
book. Exploring a number of
media-making tools and
processes like drones and
vlogging, as well as thinking
through time, editing, sound
and the stream, Binns looks out
over the current media
landscape in order to
understand his own media
practice. The result is a
personal journey through
media theory, history and
technology, furnished with
practical exercises for
teachers, students,
professionals and enthusiasts:
a unique combination of theory
making-short-films-on-your-smartphone

and practice written in a highly
personal and personable style
that is engaging and
refreshing. This book will
enable readers to understand
how a personal creative
practice might unlock deeper
thinking about media and its
place in the world. The primary
readership will be among
academics, researchers and
students in the creative arts, as
well as practitioners of creative
arts including sound designers,
cinematographers and social
media content producers.
Designed for classroom use,
this will be of particular
importance for undergraduate
students of film production,
and may also be of interest to
students at MA level,
particularly on the growing
number of courses that
specifically offer a blend of
theory and practice. The highly
accessible writing style may
also mean that it can be taken
up for high school courses on
film and production. It will also
be of interest to academics
delivering these courses, and
to researchers and scholars of
new media and digital cinema.
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Producing and Directing the
Short Film and Video - David
K. Irving 2013-03-20
Producing and Directing the
Short Film and Video is the
definitive book on the subject
for beginning filmmakers and
students. The book clearly
illustrates all of the steps
involved in preproduction,
production, postproduction,
and distribution. Its unique
two-fold approach looks at
filmmaking from the
perspectives of both producer
and director, and explains how
their separate energies must
combine to create a successful
short film or video, from script
to final product. This guide
offers extensive examples from
award-winning shorts and
includes insightful quotes from
the filmmakers themselves
describing the problems they
encountered and how they
solved them. The companion
website contains useful forms
and information on grants and
financing sources, distributors,
film and video festivals, film
schools, internet sources for
short works, and professional
associations.
making-short-films-on-your-smartphone

Video Nation - Jefferson
Graham 2013
Provides information on
planning, shooting, and sharing
videos on YouTube, Facebook,
and on blogs.
Digital Filmmaking For Kids
For Dummies - Nick
Willoughby 2015-04-22
The easy way for kids to get
started with filmmaking If
you've been bitten by the
filmmaking bug—even if
youdon't have a background in
video or access to
fancyequipment—Digital
Filmmaking For Kids makes it
easy toget up and running with
digital filmmaking! This fun
and friendlyguide walks you
through a ton of cool projects
that introduce youto all stages
of filmmaking. Packed with fullcolor photos,easy-to-follow
instruction, and simple
examples, it shows you howto
write a script, create a
storyboard, pick a set, light a
scene,master top-quality
sound, frame and shoot, edit,
add specialeffects, and share
your finished product with
friends or a globalaudience.
Anyone can take a selfie or
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upload a silly video
toYouTube—but it takes
practice and skill to
shootprofessional-looking
frames and make your own
short film. Writtenby a film and
video professional who has
taught hundreds ofstudents,
this kid-accessible guide
provides you with handsonprojects that make it fun to
learn all aspects of video
production,from planning to
scripting to filming to editing.
Plus, it includesaccess to
videos that highlight and
demonstrate skills covered
inthe book, making learning
even easier and less
intimidating tograsp. Create a
film using the tools at hand
Plan, script, light and shoot
your video Edit and share your
film Plan a video project from
start to finish If you're a
student aged 7–16 with an
interest in creatingand sharing
your self-made video, this
friendly guide lights theway for
your start in digital
filmmaking.
Visual Methodologies - Gillian
Rose 2016-03-10
Now in its Fourth Edition,
making-short-films-on-your-smartphone

Visual Methodologies: An
Introduction to Researching
with Visual Materials is a
bestselling critical guide to the
study and analysis of visual
culture. Existing chapters have
been fully updated to offer a
rigorous examination and
demonstration of an individual
methodology in a clear and
structured style. Reflecting
changes in the way society
consumes and creates its visual
content, new features include:
Brand new chapters dealing
with social media platforms,
the development of digital
methods and the modern
circulation and audiencing of
research images More 'Focus'
features covering interactive
documentaries, digital storytelling and participant mapping
A Companion Website
featuring links to useful further
resources relating to each
chapter. A now classic text,
Visual Methodologies appeals
to undergraduates, graduates,
researchers and academics
across the social sciences and
humanities who are looking to
get to grips with the complex
debates and ideas in visual
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analysis and interpretation.
The World Viewed - Stanley
Cavell 1979-01-01
Stanley Cavell looks closely at
America’s most popular art and
our perceptions of it. His
explorations of Hollywood’s
stars, directors, and most
famous films—as well as his
fresh look at Godard, Bergman,
and other great European
directors—will be of lasting
interest to movie-viewers and
intelligent people everywhere.
Creative Research Methods
in Education - Kara, Helen
2021-03-16
Co-authored by an
international team of experts
across disciplines, this
important book is one of the
first to demonstrate the
enormous benefit creative
methods offer for education
research. It illustrates how
using creative methods, such
as poetic inquiry, theatre and
animation, can support
learning and illuminate
participation and engagement.
Independent Filmmaking in
South East Asia - Nico
Meissner 2021-03-04
Featuring interviews with 27
making-short-films-on-your-smartphone

award-winning and emerging
filmmakers, this book is the
first comprehensive look at
independent filmmaking
careers in South East Asia with
never-before published insights
into the lives and careers of
some of the most influential
filmmakers in one of the
world’s most exciting screen
production regions.
Celebrating filmmaking in
South East Asia, the interviews
offer unique perspectives that
highlight the various paths
filmmakers have taken to
establish and develop their
independent filmmaking
careers. Presenting filmmakers
whose films span narrative,
documentary and experimental
genres, and from all ten South
East Asian nations, the
filmmakers in this collection
include: Camera d’Or winner
Anthony Chen Sundance Grand
Jury Prize nominee Mouly
Surya NETPAC Award Winner
Sheron Dayoc Brunei’s first
female director, Siti
Kamaluddin Directors of the
Wathann Festival, Thaiddhi and
Thu Thu Shein Lao’s only
female and first horror film
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director, Mattie Do Aimed at
aspiring filmmakers with a
focus on career building
outside of global production
hubs, Meißner has curated a
collection of interviews that
reflects the diversity and
ambition of filmmaking in
South East Asia. The book is
accompanied by a companion
website
(www.southeastasianfilmcareer
s.com) that includes 27 microdocumentaries on the included
filmmakers.
Mobile Filmmaking. 100
steps to making a movie
with your smartphone Maxim Mussel 2019-02-13
We hardly ever let go of our
mobile phones – we call, email,
e-chat or watch films on the
subway. But that does not
exhaust the phone’s potential
or our needs. Every
smartphone has a camera, and
every person, a wish to create
something beautiful. Everyone
can shoot a real film. Switch on
the camera, and look for the
first shot. This book will help
you to produce your debut
mobile film in 100 easy steps.
How to earn money with Tik
making-short-films-on-your-smartphone

Tok - Marius Pletl 2021-11-05
Many people dream of making
money with Tik Tok, but only a
handful of dreamers make it. If
you're ready to invest in your
Tik Tok account for the long
term, this guide is for you.
You'll learn all the ways and
techniques to make money with
Tik Tok. I show you strategies
that only a few of the
influencers use. There are
numerous opportunities, but
only a few are willing to walk
this rocky path. Be one of the
few and stand out from the
crowd.
A Quick Guide to Film
Directing - Ray Morton
2014-04-01
(Quick Guide). A Quick Guide
to Film Directing provides the
reader with a concise and
comprehensive overview of this
creative and exciting
occupation. Written in a fastpaced, easy-to-understand
fashion, the book addresses
such topics as what film
direction is; the history of the
profession; how to become a
director; the creative and
practical duties and challenges
of a film director in the three
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stages of making a movie
(preproduction, production,
and postproduction); working
with actors; working with the
members of the technical crew
(cinematographers, editors,
production designers, etc.); the
director's support team
(assistant director, production
manager, and so on); and the
business of being a film
director. It also offers a brief
look at some of the greatest
and most influential film
directors in the history of the
cinema.
The Bare Bones Camera
Course for Film and Video Tom Schroeppel 2015-08-04
A timeless classic with more
than 165,000 copies sold, The
Bare Bones Camera Course for
Film and Video has been
chosen by over 700 colleges to
teach basic film and video
techniques. Written by a
working professional, The Bare
Bones Camera Course is the
most user-friendly book
available on the subject of film
and video production; it
reduces the shooting
experience to its essence,
making complicated concepts
making-short-films-on-your-smartphone

easy to grasp. Using simple
clear language and more than
150 illustrations, the book
explains: Exposure Lenses
Composition Basic sequence
Crossing the line Lighting And
much more! When you finish
this book, you will know and
understand how to shoot good
pictures that will edit together
seamlessly in post-production.
With added chapters on sound
and editing, this new edition of
The Bare Bones Camera
Course for Film and Video
rounds out the education of any
filmmaker. Allworth Press, an
imprint of Skyhorse Publishing,
publishes a broad range of
books on the visual and
performing arts, with emphasis
on the business of art. Our
titles cover subjects such as
graphic design, theater,
branding, fine art,
photography, interior design,
writing, acting, film, how to
start careers, business and
legal forms, business practices,
and more. While we don't
aspire to publish a New York
Times bestseller or a national
bestseller, we are deeply
committed to quality books that
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help creative professionals
succeed and thrive. We often
publish in areas overlooked by
other publishers and welcome
the author whose expertise can
help our audience of readers.
The Smartphone Filmmaking
Handbook - Neil Philip
Sheppard 2019-04-12
The Smartphone Filmmaking
HandbookRevealing the secrets
of Smartphone movie
makingThe Smartphone movie
making revolution is here! With
the right knowledge and
minimal equipment everyone
now has the power to make
great films with their
Smartphone. If you are an
aspiring filmmaker, vlogger,
journalist, educator, charity
worker, student, business
professional or individual with
a passion to make films with
your Smartphone, you will find
the information in this book an
invaluable resource. You too
could be making great movies
with the Smartphone you
already own and producing
award-winning films for
minimal cost. Includes 30
chapters with expert
knowledge on: The best
making-short-films-on-your-smartphone

equipment for your
budgetWhich camera and
editing apps to chooseLighting,
sound and camera
techniquesTechnical advice on
Smartphone movie
makingGuides to all the best
video camera and editing
appsReviews on the best
Smartphone movie making
equipmentDigital video
concepts The key differences
between iPhone, Android and
Windows Smartphones for
movie making Detailed
knowledge on composition,
lighting, sound recording,
video editing, going live and
posting video to the webHow to
transfer Smartphone video to a
computer Filming for
broadcast television and
cinema The best social media
platforms for videoBudget
Smartphone filmmaking kits
Let's Make a Movie! an
Interactive Guide to Turning
Your Amazing Ideas Into
Awesome Films! - Danny Tieger
2018-03
Today's kids have all the
technology they need to make
everyday movies and videos,
but lack the know-how needed
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to discover how to make a
movie they'd consider awesome
and super-satisfying. Here is a
step-by-step guide to doing just
that, from using your phone or
camera to tell a story, to Film
Development, Shooting,
Editing, and more. Packed with
tips, tricks, and info that will
help kids develop confidence,
use their imaginations, create a
great story, and get their ideas
onto film, this book includes a
fun Long Weekend Short Film
Genre Challenge, which sets
the stage for making a ghost
story movie, comedy film,
action film, superhero story, or
a documentary. The guide also
includes plenty of space in
which young filmmakers can
write their ideas, plus
storyboard pages. Ideal for kids
in school filmmaking classes,
or for any young imagineer.
How Not to Make a Short Film
- Roberta Marie Munroe
2009-01-20
Anyone can make a short film,
right? Just grab some friends
and your handheld and you can
do it in a weekend or two
before being accepted to a slew
of film festivals, right? Wrong.
making-short-films-on-your-smartphone

Roberta Munroe screened
short film submissions at
Sundance for five years, and is
an award-winning short
filmmaker in her own right. So
she knows a thing or two about
how not to make a short film.
From the first draft of your
script to casting, production,
editing, and distribution, this is
your one-stop primer for
breaking into the business.
Featuring interviews with
many of today's most talented
writers, producers, and
directors, as well as revealing
stories (e.g., what to do when
the skinhead crack addict next
door begins screaming
obscenities as soon as you call
"action") from the sets of her
own short films, Roberta walks
you through the minefield of
mistakes that an aspiring
filmmaker can make--so that
you don't have to make them
yourself.
Blog, Inc. - Joy Deangdeelert
Cho 2012-09-07
With roughly 95,000 blogs
launched worldwide every 24
hours (BlogPulse), making a
fledgling site stand out isn't
easy. This authoritative
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handbook gives creative
hopefuls a leg up. Joy Cho, of
the award-winning Oh Joy!,
offers expert advice on starting
and growing a blog, from
design and finance to
overcoming blogger's block,
attracting readers, and more.
With a foreword from Grace
Bonney of Design*Sponge plus
expert interviews, this book
will fine-tune what the next
generation of bloggers shares
with the world.
How to Shoot Video That
Doesn't Suck - Steve Stockman
2011-01-01
Offers step-by-step instructions
for making films and videos
with tips, personal anecdotes,
and exercises.
Writing Short Films - Linda J.
Cowgill 2010-10-20
This new edition has been
completely updated and
revised along with the addition
of several new chapters.
Currently, this title remains the
best selling university text
book on writing short film
screenplays.
Making Short Films - Jim
Piper 2006-05-01
? Accompanying DVD of thirty
making-short-films-on-your-smartphone

short films offers an instructive
mini film festival ? Shows
beginners how to make
meaningful films without fancy
equipment ? Great for film
students and independent
filmmakers Want to make an
art film, a documentary, a
video biography? Here’s how to
create real movies using
consumer digital video
format?without spending a lot
of money or time. Author Jim
Piper has taught filmmaking
for more than thirty years?and
along with his technical
expertise, he brings
entertaining anecdotes and
great examples. His
descriptions of more than one
hundred student films,
illustrated with three hundred
stills, offer inspiration for
beginners, and the
accompanying DVD showcases
thirty examples that comprise
an intriguing and instructive
mini film festival.Allworth
Press, an imprint of Skyhorse
Publishing, publishes a broad
range of books on the visual
and performing arts, with
emphasis on the business of
art. Our titles cover subjects
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such as graphic design,
theater, branding, fine art,
photography, interior design,
writing, acting, film, how to
start careers, business and
legal forms, business practices,
and more. While we don't
aspire to publish a New York
Times bestseller or a national
bestseller, we are deeply
committed to quality books that
help creative professionals
succeed and thrive. We often
publish in areas overlooked by
other publishers and welcome
the author whose expertise can
help our audience of readers.
Smartphone Video Storytelling
- Robb Montgomery
2018-06-18
Smartphone Video Storytelling
helps readers master the
techniques for making
compelling short-form video
content with a smartphone.
With mobile journalism on the
rise, it’s becoming increasingly
important to understand the
entire process and potential for
conveying stories across
multiple platforms. This richly
illustrated text provides
students with the essential
smartphone video reporting
making-short-films-on-your-smartphone

skills: From choosing the right
editing app to working with
interview subjects on camera.
The ethics of non-fiction video
storytelling are highlighted to
reinforce core journalistic
principles. The chapters
feature mini-tutorials and
exercises that introduce the
key principles of filmmaking.
The student exercises and
library of online video lessons
introduce the building blocks of
visual storytelling using realworld reporting examples. A
story-based approach allows
instructors to use the
experiences of making each
project in order to teach the
fundamentals of video
storytelling in a natural way.
Each story lesson introduces
the necessary stages, including
planning, filming, and editing .
. . and all with a smartphone.
Online example videos can be
found at
http://smartfilmbook.com/
Micro Short Filmmaking Robert David Duncan
2015-06-19
You want to make movies but
don’t know where to start. It
seems there are too many
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barriers like lack of knowledge,
money, and equipment. Plus,
you never went to film school. I
wrote this book for you.
Together we will make your
first film, a one-minute micro
short, and get it entered into
festivals. We will do this all
with your existing resources.
Sound good? Let’s go!
Smartphone Filmmaking - Max
Schleser 2021-08-26
Mobile, smartphone and pocket
filmmaking is a global
phenomenon with distinctive
festivals, filmmakers and
creatives that are defining an
original film form. Smartphone
Filmmaking: Theory and
Practice explores diverse
approaches towards
smartphone filmmaking and
interviews an overview of the
international smartphone
filmmaking community.
Interviews with smartphone
filmmakers, entrepreneurs,
creative technologists,
storytellers, educators and
smartphone film festival
directors provide a source of
inspiration and insights for
professionals, emerging
filmmakers and rookies who
making-short-films-on-your-smartphone

would like to join this creative
community. While not every
story might be appropriate to
be realized with a mobile
device or smartphone, if
working with communities,
capturing locations or working
in the domain of personal or
first-person filmmaking, the
smartphone or mobile device
should be considered as the
camera of choice. The mobile
specificity is expressed through
accessibility, mobility and its
intimate and immediate
qualities. These smartphone
filmmaking-specific
characteristics and personal
forms of crafting experiences
contribute to a formation of
new storytelling approaches.
Stylistic developments of
vertical video and collaborative
processes in smartphone
filmmaking are evolving into
hybrid formats that resonate in
other film forms. This book not
only develops a framework for
the analysis of smartphone
filmmaking but also reviews
contemporary scholarship and
directions within the creative
arts and the creative
industries. Smartphone
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Filmmaking: Theory and
Practice initiates a
conversation on current trends
and discusses its impact on
adjacent disciplines and recent
developments in emerging
media and screen production,
such as Mobile XR (extended
reality).
Making It Big in Shorts - Kim
Adelman 2017-01-01
Each year 8,000+ short films
compete to fill 60 slots at the
Sundance Film Festival. On an
average day, 792 film and
video projects vie for funding
on Kickstarter. And every
minute 300 hours of video are
uploaded to YouTube. In this
competitive environment, a
short filmmaker can no longer
invest time, money, and
dreams of glory in the theory
that if you build it, they will
come. The challenge is making
the right kind of short: one that
will make a splash. Covering
the nuts-and-bolts of
production while stressing the
importance of artistic
expression, this invaluable
handbook shows a first-time
filmmaker how to make a
buzzworthy little film that
making-short-films-on-your-smartphone

could launch a lucrative
Hollywood career. Packed with
over 75 photos and insider
advice from dozens of highprofile professionals, including
Sundance and Tribeca festival
programmers and Academy
Award(r) winners and
nominees, Making It Big in
Shorts puts the emphasis on
making films shorter, faster,
and cheaper."
Making Short Films, Third
Edition - Max Thurlow
2013-07-18
Fully revised and updated
practical and inspirational
guide for students and
independent film-makers,
describing and explaining the
whole process - from creating
an original or adapted script,
through producing, directing
and editing, to finance and
distribution.
Filmmaking For Dummies Bryan Michael Stoller
2019-11-26
Everything you ever wanted to
know about making a movie
but were afraid to ask… Lights,
camera, action! We all have at
least one movie in us, and the
amazing and affordable
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advances in digital technology
makes it increasingly easy to
make your dream a reality and
share it with the world.
Filmmaking for Dummies is
your definitive guide to
bringing a project to life, from
the comedy antics of loveable
pets to the deepest, most
meaningful independent film.
Bryan Michael Stoller is your
friend and guide, sharing his
knowledge gained over 100
productions (directing and
working with Dan Aykroyd,
James Earl-Jones, Barbra
Streisand and Drew
Barrymore, among others) to
show you how to take your
movie from the planning and
storyboarding stage, through
shooting and editing, to making
it available to your adoring
audiences through television
broadcast, streaming online or
in movie theaters. For the do-ityour-selfer, the book includes
tips on how to finance your
project, a look at the latest
software and apps, including
advancements in digital
technology, and for the
passionate director, advice on
how to hire and work with your
making-short-films-on-your-smartphone

cast and crew and find great
scenic locations. Whether you
want to become a professional
filmmaker or just create great
YouTube videos or nostalgic
home movies, shooting with
your smartphone or with
consumer or pro-gear, this
practical guide has it all. Learn
how to compose your shots and
when to move the camera
Make the perfect pitch to sell
your story Take advantage of
helpful contacts and tons of
new resources Get up-to-date
on the latest and greatest
digital technology Find the
right distributor, or learn how
you can be your own
distributor! So, you really have
no excuses to make your
masterpiece. Get rolling with a
copy of Filmmaking for
Dummies today and start
shooting for the stars!
The Indian Indie Film - Ashik
Kumar Satheesh 2021-03-02
From the writer and director of
Kerala's first iPhone feature
film. This book is for you if you
are looking to do the
following:? Learn quickly what
took Ashik five years? Learn
the dos and don'ts of
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smartphone filmmaking? Make
a film for a low budget and not
wait for the date of a big star,
or large sums of money from a
producer? Send to festivals or
release it on OTT
platforms"Extensively
documented. Many interesting
insights"-Rahul Riji Nair,
Filmmaker"An inspiration"-Raj
Bk, Actor, Filmmaker"More
important than film history and
aesthetics"-Harshitha S,
FilmmakerEveryone says to go
and shoot your film on a
smartphone. Do it cheap. Make
a low-budget film. But besides
a phone, what else do you need
to make your first feature film?
It is not stars, stunts, money,
music, dance, exotic locations,
camera, VFX?!This book will
help you:? Find your caliber
and hone it better? Gain
knowledge and confidence to
go make your movie? Raise
money and make a microbudget film for ?5 lakhs ($
7,000), on a mobile phone? Sell
the movie on Amazon Prime
and gain profit and
international viewershipAbout
The WriterAshik's aim is to
make world-class films. He set
making-short-films-on-your-smartphone

foot into the professional arena
by writing and directing
Munnariv (2020), the first-ever
Malayalam feature film to be
shot entirely on an
iPhone.Besides Munnariv he
also made over 10 short films,
assisted several Ads and
award-winning feature films
like Ottamuri Velicham (2017).
Ashik is an Engineer by degree
who worked with Tata
Consultancy Services in
Mumbai. He quit, traveled
across India soul searching,
and finally choose to follow his
passion for stories. Besides
making great films, he also
loves to teach filmmaking.This
book is not for people looking
to make a star-studded high
budget commercial movie. The
Indian Indie Film is:? Intensive
and written from experience? A
complete guide on low budget
filmmaking and selling itGo
and make your film now!
The Guerilla Film Makers
Pocketbook - Chris Jones
2015-10-22
IF YOU'VE NEVER MADE A
FILM BEFORE, THIS
AMAZING BOOK WILL TELL
YOU: * How other young film
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makers made their first movie
and found massive success *
How to take your great ideas
and turn them into great films
* How to build a team to make
your movie now * How to
harness cheap technology to
make expensive looking films *
How to avoid hundreds of
pitfalls many other film makers
will fall into * How to find
audiences and even make
money from your movie
Veterans of the indie film
scene, the authors have
produced numerous low budget
feature films, sold projects to
Hollywood studios, come
perilously close to an Oscar
nomination, and even ended up
in prison! They're also the team
behind the best selling Guerilla
Film Makers Handbooks series,
selling over 100,000 copies
around the world and they've
taught thousands of emerging
film makers the key skills
needed to make their own
great movies to launch a
career. Their offices are at
Ealing Studios in London and
in Los Angeles.
Carter's Big Break - Brent
Crawford 2010-06-01
making-short-films-on-your-smartphone

After surviving freshman year
(just barely), Carter is craving
his summer break.
Unfortunately, when he and his
girlfriend, Abby, part ways, it
looks as though summer just
might break him. Things start
to look up when he's
unexpectedly cast in an
independent film opposite the
world's biggest tween
sensation, Hilary Idaho. With
Hollywood knocking on his
door, Carter gets a taste of the
good life. But as the film spirals
out of control, he begins to fear
that he's not the "somebody"
he thinks he is and more the
"nobody" he's sure he always
has been.
Smartphone Filmmaking - Max
Schleser 2021-08-26
Mobile, smartphone and pocket
filmmaking is a global
phenomenon with distinctive
festivals, filmmakers and
creatives that are defining an
original film form. Smartphone
Filmmaking: Theory and
Practice explores diverse
approaches towards
smartphone filmmaking and
interviews an overview of the
international smartphone
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filmmaking community.
Interviews with smartphone
filmmakers, entrepreneurs,
creative technologists,
storytellers, educators and
smartphone film festival
directors provide a source of
inspiration and insights for
professionals, emerging
filmmakers and rookies who
would like to join this creative
community. While not every
story might be appropriate to
be realized with a mobile
device or smartphone, if
working with communities,
capturing locations or working
in the domain of personal or
first-person filmmaking, the
smartphone or mobile device
should be considered as the
camera of choice. The mobile
specificity is expressed through
accessibility, mobility and its
intimate and immediate
qualities. These smartphone

making-short-films-on-your-smartphone

filmmaking-specific
characteristics and personal
forms of crafting experiences
contribute to a formation of
new storytelling approaches.
Stylistic developments of
vertical video and collaborative
processes in smartphone
filmmaking are evolving into
hybrid formats that resonate in
other film forms. This book not
only develops a framework for
the analysis of smartphone
filmmaking but also reviews
contemporary scholarship and
directions within the creative
arts and the creative
industries. Smartphone
Filmmaking: Theory and
Practice initiates a
conversation on current trends
and discusses its impact on
adjacent disciplines and recent
developments in emerging
media and screen production,
such as Mobile XR (extended
reality).
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